A Learning Design Framework to Support Children with Learning Disabilities Incorporating Gamification Techniques
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ABSTRACT
Gamification is increasingly being applied in education to engage and motivate learners. Yet the application of gaming elements can be problematic because it can have a negative effect on cognitive load (CL) and on working memory (WM). This is a particular issue for children with learning disabilities who suffer from deficits in working memory. While studies have explored the relationship between gamification and cognitive load, there is little research to address the management of cognitive load in gamified learning applications for children with learning disabilities. This study is suggesting a framework based on existing guidelines derived from HCI concepts and cognitive load theories to design user-centered gamified applications for children with learning disabilities to exploit their limited WM capacity and manage cognitive load.
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INTRODUCTION
Gamification is an interesting and exciting research topic in HCI [18]. HCI research aims at designing better online game interfaces for improving interaction and user satisfaction [10]. Thus, good gamified design should enhance user experience and engagement, provide fun, and delight [13]. Several studies have suggested that different individuals respond differently to gamified applications[18]. Thus, helping specific users to find meaningful connections with the underlying non-game activities is the main aim of gamification which could improve the end-user experience and help designers to opt for the most appropriate game mechanics based on needs, preferences, and characteristics of the end-users[14]. Conversely, the inclusion of difficult and distracting game elements may have a negative influence on users’ performance by inducing unneeded stress or new cognitive demands[11], [19]. In addition to that, the competition with other participants to reach resources and internal or external incentives results in negative emotional responses such as anxiety that may affect stress levels and result in distraction from the main purpose[9]. There is a known high positive correlation between competition anxiety and cognitive load[3], [9]; thus, game designers should consider cutting (diminishing) the competition anxiety and cognitive load by enlarging (extending) the competitive time [9], and applying cognitive load management principles[19].

Gamification has a negative impact on cognitive load, academic performance and learning motivation; although it can have a positive impact on learning anxiety [17]. Therefore, competition with other users or competitive elements should be considered in favour of effectiveness in terms of anxiety and exploiting the limited working memory capacity of the participants for learning or training instead of overloading it. Avoiding complex activities was suggested to manage cognitive load in gamification [19], especially for individuals who suffer from limited working memory (WM) capacity. WM is the ability of the brain to hold and manipulate information for very brief periods of time [1]. WM has a limited capacity, and its exact size varies from one person to another [20]. Studies have shown that individuals with learning difficulties (LD) suffer from WM deficits (e.g. [15], [12]). Therefore, appropriate design strategies should be implemented to minimize the load on the users’ WM [20].

Brunken et al. [4] indicated that the core instructional design issue is not only to reduce the amount of cognitive load in WM (diminish overload) per se, but also to find the appropriate level of cognitive load for each learner. Also, instructional designs should be developed to help learners to use their memory capacities effectively[20]. Therefore, guidelines to design meaningful gamification for children with learning disabilities based on the concepts of human-centered design and cognitive load theories could exploit their limited WM capacity, manage cognitive load in designing gamified applications, improve their experience, and motivate them. Gamification and its design methods has attracted some criticism [6]. For example, it is not
systematic, is reward-oriented and pattern-bound, and is not user-centric. Furthermore, it is not automatically obvious what gamification design elements exemplify. Researchers depict them by examples, such as “points, leaderboards, level & status, quests & challenges, progression and virtual badges” [10]; others have suggested taxonomies or frameworks. MDA framework (mechanics, dynamics, and aesthetics) and its adaptable version MDE (mechanics, dynamics, and emotions) are the common frameworks in gamification. Ruhi, [16] presented an adapted MDA framework to clear up the connections between end-user motivations and interactive gamification elements on one side, and technology features and functions on the other side that constitute effective gamification interventions, in addition to suggesting a set of guidelines to manage and design gamified initiatives and applications. This framework for design and research, aims to create meaningful engagement for end-users. A set of design principles using the proposed framework was proposed. However, there appears to be no frameworks or design guidelines to develop meaningful gamified applications for children with learning disabilities.

This paper aims to bridge this gap in research by proposing a framework incorporating a set of guidelines based on the concepts of HCI (e.g. usability, user-centered design, and user experience) and cognitive load theories principles to develop meaningful gamified applications specific to children with LD.

THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

The framework presented in Fig. 1, is a systematic model, aiming to develop meaningful and enjoyable gamified applications for children with learning disabilities. It consists of four components: analysis, design, development, and evaluation. The framework is illustrated by reference to a prototype application for children with learning disabilities.

Analysis

Analyze target system. This stage, involves identifying user characteristics, expectations, needs, prior knowledge, experience etc. Children with LD, the intended users in this study, can be defined as children having normal intelligence not matched with their low learning potential or scholastic achievement [5]. Moreover, those children have poor WM capacity and poor reading and/or writing capability, and often fail to complete common schoolroom activities especially those requiring recall of information. They also have difficulty in following directions and multi-step instructions, distinguishing between/among letters, numbers, or sounds and generating new solutions problems. They may also have short attention spans and high levels of distractibility [2, 7]. Based on the characteristics of children with LD, their prior knowledge, expectations and needs, the instructional materials and tasks or activities (nature of tasks, goals, learning outcomes, level of difficulty, familiarity, and interactivity of elements, etc.) can be identified. In addition, the most appropriate technology and learning environment (web, desktop, interface, etc.) is selected.

Gamification design elements. Selecting the gamification elements for children with LD is
**Table 1: Proposed User Guidelines**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place user in control</td>
<td>Allow users to control of the application. Navigation is easy throughout the application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback Principle</td>
<td>Provide the application with a constructive feedback for correct and incorrect answers. The feedback is affirmative, positive in tone, short, precise, polite and non-offensive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivate the user to accomplish the activities successfully</td>
<td>The helper/guider uses affirmative language with familiar vocabulary. The graphics and the aesthetic features (e.g. colours, helper, background, and illustrations) are relevant to the activities goals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2: Visual Password example for children with LD](image)

Design

To design a user-centered gamified application for children with LD, a comprehensive review and evaluation of the research, theory and guidelines related to Cognitive Load Theory (CLT), multimedia learning design, gamification design frameworks, and HCI concepts (usability, user-centered design, and UX) has been carried out. This has resulted in a set of guidelines to get maximum usability and minimum cognitive overload through reducing extraneous, managing intrinsic, and increasing germane cognitive load. The guidelines cover the following three categories:

**User guidelines.** Aim to foster germane cognitive load; therefore, the application should be designed to allow the child to be in control of the application through navigation and support elements. In the prototype, progress in the application is self-paced, allowing the child to complete the training or activity at any time and at his or her own pace. To minimise text input and reading overload, a visual password consisting of nine images from which the user selects three images to form the password is provided as shown in Fig. 2. A narrate option makes all buttons, icons, and main elements readable with mouse hover to enhance accessibility. Constructive audio feedback is employed both for correct responses (e.g. “excellent”, and “well done”), and for incorrect responses (e.g. “keep trying”, and “you tried very hard”). Further support to accomplish the activities successfully are also incorporated (Table 1).

**Learning materials guidelines.** Aim to manage intrinsic cognitive load in learning activities through the modality principle, segmenting principle and coherence principle such as: Modality principle: the prototype takes the form of a visual, spoken, and exciting story. Segmenting principle:
the prototype consists of short and discrete activities/games, each with a target, levels, and rewards. Familiarisation techniques of pre-training at the beginning of the application and an emulated example before every activity/game are also used. Coherence principle: each activity/game is followed by a concise report on the user’s achievement, and a final report is given at the end of every session or set of activities to indicate the score. In addition, a virtual helper introduces the application and supports the child at any time in the application (Table 2).

Learning Environment guidelines. Aim to decrease extraneous cognitive load through well designed activities and interface layout, excluding non-essential material and making the application intuitive to use. Therefore, the principles of consistency, aesthetic and minimalist design; appropriate help and error messages are incorporated into the prototype (Table 3).

The prototype will be assessed by a set of expert reviewers by applying heuristics inspection. The improvements identified by those reviewers along with the feedback obtained while performing user testing with children will be incorporated into the final application.

Development

The final gamified application is now ready to be developed. On completion, a set of usability, user experience, and cognitive load tests will be performed. User testing through tasks, amended subjective ratings of mental effort to measure cognitive load level in activities and ensure that the intended application is easy to use, functional, and enjoyable for children with LD. In sum, the application will be tested to determine the extent to which it can support children with LD to achieve their needs and expectations.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE CHI COMMUNITY

The expected contribution of HCI is a better understanding of how to design user-centered gamified applications for children with LD in the light of a new systematic framework and a set of guidelines derived from the concepts of HCI and cognitive load theories in addition to identifying the appropriate game elements and effective evaluation methods specific for those children.

CONCLUSION

A systematic framework and a set of guidelines are proposed to develop user-centered gamified applications for children with learning disabilities. The framework is grounded in instructional design models, HCI concepts (usability, user-centered design, and UX principles), working memory and cognitive load principles, and gamification design principles to overcome overload in gamification applications and exploit children’s working memory capacity to focus on the task. This could motivate and encourage children to undertake the training required and to assimilate new schemas and knowledge. The next stage of this research is to design a full application by applying the revised framework and to evaluate the application with children through usability testing methods and cognitive load tests.
Table 3: Proposed Learning Environment Guidelines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consistency principle</td>
<td>Elements are consistent throughout the application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetic and minimalist design principle</td>
<td>Design application story and the graphics to be attractive for the children. The number of links and buttons on each page is appropriate. There are no distracting elements (e.g., movement, blinking, scrolling). Choices are kept to a maximum of 3-4 (drop-down menu items, recalled elements). The contrast between text and background is sufficient. Use clear and readable fonts for those children (e.g., Sans-serif fonts, Arial, Verdana). The icons are simple, labeled, and familiar for users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help and Error Messages principle</td>
<td>Users can skip the instructions at the beginning of the application and activities. The application uses constructive error messages with polite, non-offensive and plain-language. Warn the user before exit of activities or application. Users can use help (auditory/visual animated) at any time throughout the whole application.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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